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Synopsis

All you need to know to raise and keep Cichlids alive in your tanks
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Customer Reviews

All you need to know to raise and keep Cichlids alive in your tanks

Good book and well researched and great photos.

NICE

I found this book to be very weak and not worth the investment. The species information was VERY limited and not organized in any logical way. Malawi and Tanganyika fish are jumbled up together. Other chapters went through basic fish care and maintenance, but no particularly useful or cichlid specific information. I would not recommend this book to anyone except a real beginner.

Success with Cichlids from Lake Malawi & Tanganyika. This book was very informative. It is just what was we wanted and needed for our new fish.

It gives plenty of information and photos of all my favorites….gives examples and info to have
success with them, I recommend it highly!!!!

it measures by liter instead of gallon but overall it gives alot of information on cichlid fry care which is what I was after

A

More time is spent on discussing basic aquarium set-up and care, than on Malawi Cichlids. Must have had commercial sponsors, they are mentioned throughout. Other than a beginner at cichlids, nothing much new to be learned. Scientific names are outdated, but in the fast changing world of Malawi Cichlids that's not surprising. Better be up on your metric system, there's not an inch, foot, yard, pound or gallon in the book!
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